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Abstract Contact Aided Compliant Mechanisms (CCMs) are synthesized via the Material Mask
Overlay Strategy (MMOS) to trace a desired non-smooth path. MMOS employs hexagonal cells
to discretize the design region and engages negative circular masks to designate material states.
To synthesize CCMs, the modified MMOS presented herein involves systematic mutation of
five mask parameters through a hill climber search to evolve not only the continuum topology
(slave surfaces), but also, to introduce the desired rigid, interacting surfaces within some masks.
Various geometric singularities are subdued via hexagonal cells though numerous V-notches get
retained at the continuum boundaries. To facilitate contact analysis, boundary smoothing is
performed by shifting boundary nodes of the evolving continuum systematically. Numerous
hexagonal cells get morphed into concave sub-regions as a consequence. Large deformation
finite element formulation with Mean Value Coordinates (MVC) based shape functions is used
to cater to the generic hexagonal shapes. Contact analysis is accomplished via the NewtonRaphson iterations with load increment in conjunction with the penalty method and active set
constraints. An objective function based on Fourier Shape Descriptors is minimized subject to
suitable design constraints. An example of a path generating CCM is included to establish the
efficacy of the proposed synthesis method.
Keywords: Contact-aided compliant mechanisms; MMOS; topology optimization; Boundary
smoothing, Fourier Shape Descriptors;
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1.1

Introduction
Compliant Mechanisms

Compliant mechanisms (CMs) transfer input loads to a desired output by virtue of their monolithic composition. Two well-established methods exist to synthesize CMs, (a) the Pseudo Rigid
Body Model approach and (b) the continuum optimization approach. Among the many existing topology optimization approaches, the Homogenization method by Kikuchi and Bendsøe [1]
aimed at determining the optimal size of an elliptic void within a solid cell. An array of such
cells comprised the stiffest possible structure under a resource constraint. Ananthasuresh [2]
extended the Homogenization approach to synthesize compliant mechanisms systematically.
Ananthasuresh et al. [3] maximized the desired output displacement in addition to maximizing
stiffness of the mechanism. Frecker et al. [4] and Nishiwaki et al. [5] used ratio of the two objectives and reported improvement in convergence. Using the SIMP (Solid Isotropic Method with
Penalization) method [6–8], Sigmund [9] proposed to maximize the mechanical advantage (ratio
of the output force Fout to the input load Fin ) with suitable constraints on input displacements
and volume. In SIMP, cell density (ρi ) is considered as a design variable. ρi =  > 0 models
void cells while ρi = 1 models cells with the desired material. A small positive  is chosen to
circumvent singularity in the stiffness matrix during the finite element analysis. Elastic modulus
of a cell is modeled as Ei = E0 ρni , where n(≥ 3) is a penalty parameter that helps accelerate
the optimization algorithm to converge towards a binary solution. E0 is the modulus of the
desired material. To design compliant mechanisms, other material models similar to SIMP were
based on the normal distribution (the PEAK model [10]) and logistic functions (the SIGMOID
model [11]).
Most aforementioned methods employed rectangular shaped cells to analyze the evolving
continuum via the finite element analysis. These discretization schemes suffer from geometric
singularities like the checkerboard patterns, point flexures and islanding [12] to circumvent
which, additional suppression, filtering or penalty based methods are required [13, 14] [15, 16]
[11, 17–20]. Rahamatalla and Swan [12] proposed a two stage optimization formulation by
introducing artificial springs, one at the input location and other at the output position. They
suggested to increase the stiffness of springs attached to the output port to obtain compliant
mechanisms free from point flexures.
Numerous similar approaches in topology optimization have used discrete (truss, and/or
frame elements) or continuum (rectangular, hexagonal or polygonal cells) parameterization and
have optimized various measures of flexibility and stiffness (generalized in [21]) to synthesize
monolithic compliant mechanisms under the small deformation assumption.
Path generating compliant mechanisms undergo large deflections to trace a specified path.
Saxena and Ananthasuresh [22] and Pedersen et al. [23] considered geometric nonlinearity in
their synthesis methods. Objectives based on least square discrepancies [22–24] were employed
to minimize the variation in the specified and actual paths. The least square objective fails
to compare the shape, size and orientation of the two path individually. Ullah and Kota [25]
employed Fourier shape descriptors [26] to help a designer exercise individual control over the
shape, size and orientation of paths. Rai et. al [27, 28] demonstrated that large, nonlinear
and nonsmooth paths can be traced by an assemblage of deformable curved and rigid linear
members to synthesize path generating fully and partially compliant mechanisms respectively.
The latter, even though capable of tracing a desired non-smooth path, were bulky and required
significant effort and care when assembling different components.
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1.2

Contact-Aided Compliant Mechanisms

The notion of contact based deformation was first proposed and exploited by Mankame and
Ananthasuresh [29, 30] to achieve non-smooth paths in particular via monolithic compliant
mechanisms. Mankame and Ananthasuresh termed such continua as Contact-Aided Compliant
Mechanisms or CCMs. Besides path generation, interesting deformation characteristics like
negative stiffness, static balancing and others can be achieved through CCMs. For their topology synthesis, linear [24, 29, 30] and curved frame elements [27, 31] were employed for design
parameterization and geometrically nonlinear finite element analysis. In [30], intermittent but
prespecified contact surfaces were used. Reddy et. al. [31] synthesized monolithic, path generating CCMs by modeling the design region with discrete curved members. Contact surfaces
were not prespecified, rather determined systematically.
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Motivation and Organization

We demonstrate topology synthesis of path generating contact-aided compliant mechanisms via
continuum elements. Such an approach has not been proposed yet. We employ hexagonal cells
for domain representation and negative circular masks to not only help identify the continuum
topology, but also, to render rigid contact surfaces in the neighborhood so that the continuum
can interact physically with such surfaces.
The paper is organized as follows. In section 3, the Material Mask Overlay Method is discussed
briefly followed by its modified version (CMMOS) to synthesize CCMs. Sections 4 and 5 outline
boundary smoothing, large deformation finite element analysis with contact and formulation of
the path generating objective. The hill climber search algorithm is also discussed. Results are
presented thereafter and conclusions are drawn.

3

Material Masks Overlay Strategy (MMOS)

The Material Mask Overlay Method (MMOS) [19, 32–34] uses hexagonal cells (ΩH ) for domain
(Ω) discretization and engages negative circular masks (ΩM ) to designate the material state
ρ(ΩH ) to each cell within the domain. Through hexagonal tessellation, edge-connectivity is
ensured throughout the domain thereby guaranteeing finite stiffness everywhere within the
design region. Each ΩM is associated with three variables (xi , yi , ri ), where (xi , yi ) are the
center coordinates of the mask and ri is its radius. All cells with centroids inside any mask are
modeled void. The continuum is thus defined by the set of remnant cells that are not exposed
to any mask. That is, the centroids of such filled cells do not lie within any negative mask.
Mathematically, the material state of a cell is described as
(
0, if ΩcH ⊂ any ΩM (dcm − rm ≤ 0)
ρ(ΩH ) =
(1)
1, if ΩcH 6⊂ any ΩM (dcm − rm > 0)
where dcm is the distance between the centroid of the hexagonal cell and the mask, and ΩcH
represents the centroid of ΩH (Fig. 1a). Following generic topology optimization problem can
be solved to get the desired continuum.
minimize

f0 (v)

v

subject to gj (v) ≤ 0

(2)

f0 (v) is the desired objective and gj (v) ≤ 0 are the imposed design constraints. v, the design
vector, comprises of a set of variables {(xm , ym , rm )} ∀ ΩM .
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Figure 1: Hexagonal cells ΩH are used to discretize the design domain Ω shown with superposed negative circular masks ΩM . Masks are engaged to remove the material beneath
them and also, to generate rigid contact surfaces. They are characterized via five parameters
(xm , ym , rm , sm , fm ). sm = 1 indicates that the mth mask generates a contact surface within
it while with sm = 0 only the material is removed. ρ(ΩH ) = 0 (cells whose centroids are inside
a mask) implies that the hexagonal sub-region has no material while ρ(ΩH ) = 1 (cells whose
centroids are outside the mask) suggests that the cell has the desired material. Boundary(ies)
of the continuum generated via ρ(ΩH ) = 1 is (are) smoothened. Masks with sm = 1 interact
with the continuum to render the desired path. Fixed boundary(ies) of the domain, input and
output conditions are depicted.

3.1

Contact MMOS

The goal herein is to synthesize contact-aided compliant mechanisms (CCMs) via the material
mask overlay method (MMOS). The concept is extended such that masks not only remove
material beneath them, but also, within some, fixed, non-deforming regions 2 are introduced to
permit the continuum to physically interact with them. To accomplish this, each mask ΩMi is
represented via five variables: (xi , yi , ri , si , fi ). The first three represent the x, y coordinates
of the mask center and mask radius respectively. The fourth variable si is discrete; si = 0
indicates absence of the contact surface Ωcs within itself while si = 1 models the presence of a
circular contact region whose radius is computed as fi ri , 0 ≤ fi < 1 with its center coordinates
the same as (xi , yi ). Fig. 1b depicts the overall notion. Although a single mask can introduce a
contact surface which is circular in shape, a set of such overlapping masks (permitted within the
proposed framework) can yield a contact region of any shape at the desired location. Contact
interaction is permitted only between the continuum and rigid regions introduced by the masks.
It is assumed that neighboring regions of the continuum itself do not interact.
2

Contact surface ΩCS
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4

Boundary smoothing and Finite Element Analysis

4.1

Boundary smoothing

Hexagonal cells do help eliminate geometric singularities, however, boundaries of the final continuum are serrated containing numerous V-notches. Boundaries with only C 0 continuity, as is
the case with hexagonal tessellation3 , pose severe difficulties in contact analysis. In addition,
pointed notches are also regions of stress concentration. To ensure convergence in contact analysis, continuum boundaries (interior and exterior) should at least have slope (C 1 ) continuity
though higher order continuity is desirable. A systematic approach to boundary smoothing
requires the mid-points of the outer edges of the boundary cells to be connected with straight
line segments, and boundary nodes to be projected onto these segments along their shortest
perpendiculars (Fig. 2a). This smoothing step can be performed β > 1 times. New positions of
the boundary nodes are used in the finite element analysis, while retaining the element connectivity and positions of the interior (non-boundary) nodes. Details of the implemented boundary
smoothing approach are provided in [20].

V-notch

(a)

β = 10

(b)

Figure 2: Many V-notches get retained on the continuum boundaries. (a) Mid-points of boundary edges are joined with straight lines and boundary nodes shifted along their shortest perpendicular distance on these segments. (b) (left) no boundary smoothing and (right) smoothing
with β = 10 steps.

4.2

Stiffness Computation

As a result of boundary smoothing, some regular hexagonal cells get reshaped to concave ones.
To cater to both shapes, Mean-Value Co-ordinates [35–37] based shape functions are employed.
3

other discretization schemes also suffer from the same anomaly
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Stiffness k of each cell is evaluated as follows. The cell is divided into six triangular subregions [38]. Thereafter, integration over each region is performed through a 25 Gauss-points
scheme for each sub-region (Fig. 3a). Geometrically nonlinear analysis with Newton-Raphson
(NR) iterations for a sequence of load increments is implemented. Within each NR iteration,
contact forces between the deforming continuum and rigid bodies need to be computed which
is accomplished in the following section.

η

N
∆ΩH
y
∆

ΩH
x

ξ
(a)

Figure 3: Each cell is divided into six subregions and integration over each subpart is performed
to evaluate the element stiffness matrix k.
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Contact Modeling and Analysis

Let a rigid body Ωcs (contact surface) come in contact with a part of the deforming body Ωs
(optimal continuum) (Fig. 4). Let points Pm on Ωcs and Ps on Ωs have position vectors xm and
xs respectively. Let the normal triad at Ps be nsa , a = 1, 2, 3 and that at Pm be nm
b , b = 1, 2, 3.
Consider nc1 , c = m, s to be outward normals and remaining to be tangential components at Pm
and Ps respectively. Let the tractions at Ps and Pm be ts and tm (ts = −tm ) respectively. The
gap between these surfaces is defined as

Slave surface (deformable)
ns3
z
x

xs
y

Ps ns2

ns1
xm

nm
2

Ωs
nm
1
Pm nm
3
Ωcs

Master surface (rigid)
Figure 4: Contact formulation between two bodies Ωs and Ωcs . Normal triad on Ps are nsi and that on Pm are nm
i , where
i = 1, 2, 3.
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g = x s − xm
xm ).ns1

(3)
xs ).nm
1 .

The normal gap gn can be defined via either (xs −
or (xm −
When Ωcs and Ωs
are in contact, gn equals zero. The following impenetrability condition is then invoked.
(xs − xm ).ns1 = 0
(xm − xs ).nm
1 =0

(4)

When in contact, traction components along the outward normals nc1 are compressive (< 0),
otherwise they are zero.
tc1 = tc .nc1 ≤ 0;

c = m, s

(5)

To check for slipping/sliding
tc2 = tc .nc2 and tc3 = tc .nc3 ; c = m, s

(6)

1

are used. (tc2 · tc2 + tc3 · tc3 ) 2 < µ(tc1 tc1 ) for stiction, else for sliding, equality sign should be
used. To model contact problems herein, impact is assumed to be absent. In addition to contact
conditions, relations for equilibrium, strain displacement, constitutive and boundary restraints
can be written mathematically as
σij,j (x) + bi (x) = 0, x ∈ Ωcs , Ωs

(7)

ij (x) = 0.5(ui,j + uj,i + uk,i uk,j )

(8)

Sij (x) = Eijkl kl (x)

(9)

u(Γdc ) = uc , c = m, s;

(10)

σij (ΓF c )nj (ΓF c ) = fi (ΓF c )

(11)

σij and ij represent the Cauchy stress and strain tensor components respectively. bi is the body
force, Sij is the second Piola-Kirchoff stress tensor, Eijkl is the elastic tensor, Γdc represent
boundaries on two surfaces, where displacements uc is known a priori, and tractions fi are
imposed on surfaces ΓF c of the two bodies. The transformation, S = det(F )F −1 .σ.F −T is
employed to relate Cauchy stress and second Piola-Kirchoff stress tensors.
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6.1

Problem formulation
Objective evaluation

We demonstrate the synthesis of CCMs of which the prescribed output point traces a given large,
non-smooth path. Fourier Shape Descriptors (FSDs) [25–27,30,31] are employed to evaluate the
objective which is modeled to capture discrepancies in the global shape, size, and orientation
between the actual and desired paths. To have a control over the resource volume of the final
continuum, (V c − V ∗ ) is introduced in the FSDs objective, where V c and V ∗ are the current
volume and permitted volume respectively. Let the Fourier coefficients of the actual path traced
by the candidate design be aα and bα and that of the desired path be aδ and bδ . Let the length
of the desired path be Lδ and that of the actual path be Lα . Let the initial orientations with
the horizontal, of the two paths be given by θδ and θα respectively. The objective is constructed
as the weighted sum of the errors in each coefficient, length and orientation, as below.
f0 (v) = λa aerr + λb berr + λL Lerr + λθ θerr + λv (V c − V ∗ )
7

(12)

where λa , λb , λL , λθ and λv are user defined weights. The first four weights control the
contribution of each error term and the last one governs the resource volume of the continuum.
These errors are given by

aerr =

N
X

(aδ − aα )2

f =1

berr =

N
X

(bδ − bα )2

(13)

f =1

Lerr = (Lδ − Lα )2
θerr = (θδ − θα )2

6.2

Search Algorithm

To minimize the objective, we employ a random mutation based stochastic, hill climber search.
An initial solution v0 is taken and made to undergo several mutations to sequentially improve
the objective. Maximum number of iterations Immos is fixed a priori. For Nm masks, the total
number of variables in v0 are 5Nm . Let the probability to mutate a variable d ∈ v0 be pr,
(chosen 0.08 herein). In an iteration, a random number ζ is generated for each variable. If
ζ < pr, the corresponding variable is modified as dn = d ± (c × mmax ). Where c is a random
number and mmax is used as 25% of the domain size. Variables xi , yi , ri , fi and si of a mask
are mutated as above. As si is binary, an additional check is performed. If si < 0.5, si = 0 is
imposed, else, si = 1 is taken. The aforementioned mutations lead to a new design vn which is
evaluated using the finite element analysis and Fourier Shape Descriptors. If found better, v0
is replaced by vn . The search process is continued until Immos iterations are reached. Cardinal
reasons to employ stochastic search are: (a) Cell densities should either be 0 or 1 for otherwise
ambiguity in interpreting the continuum may lead to incomplete/poor realization of the solution,
and (b) non-convergence during Newton-Raphson iterations in the finite element analysis can
stall a gradient search process as the latter is based on point-to-point stepsize evaluation. For
subsequent advancement to the next step of search, convergence in analysis in the previous
step is necessary. For any intermediate continuum, accomplishment of geometrically nonlinear
analysis, and with contact in particular, cannot be guaranteed.
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Synthesis Example

The proposed method is applied to an example problem. Figure 6 depicts the design specifications and Table 1 includes values of various parameters used (Fig. 6):
The design region is represented using 25 hexagonal cells along the horizontal direction and
25 cells along the vertical direction. Negative masks are initialized with 8 masks along the
horizontal and the same number along the vertical. Minimum and maximum mask radii are
taken as 0.1 mm and 6 mm respectively. Out of plane thickness is 1 mm, Elastic modulus is
2000 MPa, and Poisson’s ratio is 0.29. For the hill climber search, probability that a variable
can mutate is taken as 0.08. Maximum number of search iterations Immos are set to 40, 000.
Input load is also considered a design variable whose lower and upper bounds are set to −1000
N and 1000 N. Note that direction of the input load is permitted to change. Maximum radius
achievable for the contact surface is 4.5 mm (i.e., fi (max) = 0.9).
Number of boundary smoothing steps performed for each candidate continuum is 10. Among
other parameters, weights of the Fourier Shape Descriptors are set to λa = 18 and λb = 18.
Weight for discrepancy in the length is taken as λL = 0.18 while that for the orientation is
8

Design domain

Intermediate continum
f0 = 12345678

v0

F

F
Initial mutatation
(Boundary smoothing)
∂Ω0

v0 : Initial design vector
vn : Mutate design vector
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Check
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I : Current iteration
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f0
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Yes
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Stop
Figure 5: Ω is discretized via hexagonal cells ΩH . Negative circular masks ΩM are employed to remove the material and to
yield contact surfaces within some. Contact analysis with minimization of the Fourier Shape Descriptors based objective
is performed to achieve the path close to that desired.

Output

Input Load

Fixed Nodes

Fixed Nodes

Figure 6: The design space is represented via hexagonal cells. Input load, output port and boundary condition are also
shown

.
λθ = 0.01. The desired path is the inverted V shape shown on the left corner in Figs. 7 and 9
which also show the undeformed optimized continuum in red and the final deformed continuum
9

Parameter’s name
Design domain
# of ΩM in horizontal direction (Nx )
# of ΩM in vertical direction (Ny )
Maximum radius of ΩM
Minimum radius of ΩM
Maximum # of iterations
Out of plane thickness
Young’s modulus
Poisson’s ratio
∗
Permitted volume fraction ( VV )
Mutation probability
Contact surface radii factor
Maximum mutation size (mmax )
Upper limit of the load (UPPF )
Lower limit of the load (LowF )
Weight of aerr (λa )
Weight of berr (λb )
Weight of path length error (λL )
Weight of path orientation error (λθ )
Boundary smoothing steps (β)

Units
···
···
···
mm
mm
···
mm
MPa
···
···
···
···
···
N
N
···
···
···
···
···

Value
25HCH×25HCV
8
8
6.0
0.1
40000
1.0
2000
0.29
0.30
0.08
0.90
6
1000
-1000
18
18
0.18
0.01
10

Table 1: Parameters used in the synthesis for the example 1. Herein, HCH represents the number of hexagonal cells in the horizontal direction and HCV indicates the number of hexagonal
cells in the vertical direction.

Deformed configuration
Contact surfaces

Actual path

Desired path

Undeformed configuration
Figure 7: Undeformed (red solid), deformed (blue solid), contact surfaces (black solid), the desired path (black straight
line) and the actual path (green straight line) are shown.

in blue. Herein, two solutions (Figs. 7 and 9) are depicted for the same problem, emphasizing
that multiple solutions can exist. One can notice that there are many kinks present in the
obtained path. Reason for their presence is that boundaries of both, the continuum and contact
surface(s) are modeled as piece-wise linear. Such kinks can be subdued if interacting boundaries
are modeled as splines, e.g., by incorporating isogeometric analysis for contact. The circles in
black are the contact surfaces suggested by the algorithm. The actual path is shown in green.
As the continuum deforms, it engages with the contact surface. Few kinks are observed at the
trailing end of the actual path. One notices that many contact surfaces do not participate in
deformation and hence can be ignored. A resource constraint is employed via a penalty term,
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(II)

(I)

Actual path
Start points

End points

Desired path
(IV)
(III)

Figure 8: Different deformed configurations are shown in (I,II,III). (IV) shows comparison of
the desired and actual paths.

Deformed configuration
Undeformed configuration
Contact surface
Actual path
Desired path

Figure 9: Undeformed (red solid), deformed (blue solid), contact surfaces (black solid), the desired path (black straight
line) and the actual path (green straight line) are shown.

λv (V c − V ∗ ) in Eq. (12). V ∗ is taken as 30% of the maximum possible volume V . λv is taken
as 15 if the continuum volume V c exceeds V ∗ , else, λv is set to 0. In addition to removing
hexagonal cells beneath the masks, regular hexagonal cells (e.g., those that are unaffected by
boundary smoothing) are removed. This is equivalent to imposing negative masks such a cell.
In addition, such removal also helps reduce the continuum volume making the latter less bulky
and members slender so that they can undergo large local deformation.
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(II)

(I)

Actual path

Desired path

Start points

End points
(IV)

(III)

Figure 10: Different deformed configurations are shown in (I,II,III). (IV) shows comparison of
the desired and actual paths.
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Conclusion

We present a continuum based topology optimization approach for the first time to synthesize monolithic contact-aided compliant mechanisms via the modified Material Mask Overlay
Method (CMMOS). Hexagonal cells are used to discretize the design space. Negative masks
are not only employed to remove material, but also, to generate rigid contact surfaces within
some of them. Boundary smoothing is implemented to facilitate contact analysis. Mean-Value
Coordinates based shape functions are used to cater to both, convex and concave shaped cells.
A stochastic hill climber search is implemented to minimize the Fourier Shape Descriptors based
objective to obtain the desired non-smooth path. Preliminary results are promising in that the
proposed continuum optimization method can be employed to synthesize, not only contactaided compliant mechanisms, but also, those with, say static balancing and negative stiffness
characteristics. Detailed investigations on and synthesis of more examples with the proposed
synthesis method are planned in future.
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